Salient Partner Integrations

KEYSCAN INTEGRATION
Salient and Keyscan have joined forces to create a powerful, integrated access control and video
surveillance system that combines the two technologies for a complete security solution. By
adding CompleteViewTM to your existing or planned Aurora Keyscan Access Control system, you
can enjoy all of the power of VMS application through Aurora Keyscan. With a comprehensive set
of fully integrated video and access control security features, the Aurora Keyscan System and
CompleteView VMS solution provides actionable information with live viewing and playback
features, advanced PTZ control, as well as email notiﬁcation capabilities for a faster response to
security incidents.
With CompleteView you can do the following on your Aurora Keyscan system:
• Display cameras from the video system
• Play back recorded video associated with a speciﬁc alarm from CompleteView with full play
back control (play, stop, pause, frame by frame)

FEATURES
View and manage cameras from multiple NVR’s simultaneously
View live video from Aurora Keyscan
Recorded video is automatically associated to alarm events
Video playback for management of alarms and events
Respond to video motion detection alarms with live camera view on demand (with
CompleteView Spotlight)
CompleteView provides a true video surveillance
system with capabilities, such as logical camera
grouping, email or text alerts, ﬂexible FPS settings
and web browser support
Fully scalable

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Live View

Integrated Solution Functionality
Video Feature
Integrates analog, IP, megapixel and HD video feeds Yes
into Aurora Keyscan interface
Built in support for analog cameras, IP cameras
and encoders

Yes

Simultaneous support for MJPEG, MPEG-4 and
H.264 video formats

Yes

View live video within Aurora Keyscan

Yes

Playback recorded video within Aurora Keyscan

Yes

Recorded video automatically associated to alarms

Yes

View and manage cameras from multiple

Yes

CompleteView NVRs simultaneously PTZ camera
control

Yes

Display current recording status of cameras

Yes

Live video window popup on event
(with CompleteView Spotlight)

Yes

Playback controls include Play, Stop, Skip to
beginning/end, Skip forward/back

Yes

Playback

HOW TO ORDER
Please contact Keyscan at sales@keyscan.ca for licensing
information.
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